BKS GmbH, a member of the Gretsch-Unitas group, stands for
more than 100 years of experience in the development and
manufacturing high quality locking systems. Ever since the
round cylinder was developed in 1938, BKS GmbH has been,
and still remains today, a market leader in the field of locking
technology and security.

4 Padlock:
also available with extrathin or high shackles

2 Half cylinder:
can be used universally in
many additional locks
3 Knob cylinder:
the cylinder thumbturn can
be selected, exchanged or
replaced

5 Rim cylinder:
locks or unlocks rim locks
from the outside of the door

Cylinder cam lock:
suitable for wide range of
letter boxes and cabinets
with different locking levers
6

BKS locking systems offer individual tailor-made solutions.
They are manufactured according to exacting quality
standards. Opting for a BKS master key system, you choose
outstanding quality of function and design. Countless patents
and certificates testify to the innovative prowess of all BKS
products. They give you flexible design options, also when
retrofitting in existing buildings.
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1 Double cylinder:
available as standard
cylinder with special
cylinder cams or with
additional features
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Security has a name,
or to be more precise, a brand – BKS

WP01018-04-2-2

nuvius product range –
one key for all eventualities

Consult your specialist dealer.
He will be pleased to give you advice.

MORE SECURITY
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Your security specialist dealer

Great all-rounder
Hier
stehtstate-of-the-art
der Titel
featuring
Der Untertitel steht hier
technology
Conventional locking system

The new nuvius cylinder
system covers a wide range
of products and therefore
offers the highest possible
flexibility and adapts to
more or less any security
requirements.
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nuvius: the right choice –
not just in terms of security
When you opt for nuvius you opt for a high-quality versatile
locking system. A genuine all-rounder that develops its full
potential in master key systems in particular. The system has
been extended to include special locks, padlocks and furniture
locks to form an all-in-one functional solution.
Copy protection: no compromises when it comes
to protection against illegal copies with selectable
concealed or movable copy protection version.

 
Great all-rounder
featuring state-ofthe-art technology
When state-of-the-art technology can be reconciled
with individual requirements, the result is optimum
security. nuvius is highly flexible and can therefore
satisfy all security expectations for your property.
This patented all-rounder is particularly impressive
due to the huge range of applications, whether they
be in large commercial projects or to protect your
private property. Different copy protection versions
and locking bars with 4 or 8 interacting pins
are available, which gives you extra security.
You can choose between the nuvius, nuvius SL and
nuvius SLX series which provide additional
options for protection against manipulation.
Configure your protection according to your
individual requirements!
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Protection against manipulation: hardened antipicking and anti-bumping pins provide rock solid
protection at all times, additional protection is
also available with optional drilling/picking protection and the nuvius SL and nuvius SLX versions.

 
FEATURES


Versatility is the key: extensive range gives plenty of
scope for individual requirements.



Reliability makes the difference: by using thicker keys
made of nickel silver the nuvius system is subject to
less wear and is more stable.



The orange-coloured ball in the key head delivers
design with recognition value and stands for triedand-tested brand quality by BKS.



A new patent and concealed or movable copy protection protects them legally and technically against
illegal key duplication.



Right up to date: nuvius can be combined with the
ixalo | SE electronic locking system.



Also the right choice for security hardware with a
cylinder cover due to extended key shank.



Protection against lock picking and bumping as
standard



First class drilling/picking protection



The nuvius SL and SLX series offer an even higher
degree of protection against manipulation and make
even more complex master key systems possible.



BKS offers documented security
– verifiably protected.
If you need a new key or
cylinder, you can safely and
reliably verify your identity by
presenting the BKS security
card to your specialist dealer
personally and also very easily
and conveniently from home
with the new BKS identifikation
app.



Flexibility: mechanical, mechatronic and electronic access points can be perfectly combined by
integrating the electronic cylinder system ixalo | SE.

identifikation
Drilling resistance

Authentication for reordering
keys and cylinders via app!

Key duplication
protection

Locking bars

NEW

